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Reply to Aksentijevic: It is a matter of what is
countable and how neurons learn
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Aksentijevic (1) raises issues with our recent
report (2) that bear further clarification because they reflect some fundamental confusion about the nature of random sequences.
First, it is essential to distinguish statistics for
individual elements (i.e., patterns of length
one) vs. statistics for patterns consisting of
more than one element (i.e., higher order
patterns). Aksentijevic’s comments reflect
some confusion between these two. The independent Bernoulli process only guarantees
that the statistics for patterns of length one
are fully random in the usual sense (e.g.,
independent and identically distributed),
where the mean time and waiting time
are indeed equal. Once one starts looking
at higher order patterns, different statistical
structures can, and do, emerge. For example, in a sequence of length three, pattern
HH can happen twice but pattern HT cannot. No “assumption of self-correction” is
required here. Different waiting times, clustering, or spreading of pattern occurrences
are simply consequences intrinsic to the patterns’ composition (3, 4). Although somewhat difficult to comprehend precisely, we
hope it is recognized that we did not fudge
our random sequences to create structures
where none actually exist. These differences
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are mathematical facts that are readily observed and replicable by anyone.
The second major point raised by Aksentijevic
(1) seems to accept that higher order patterns do
exist in random sequences, and offers an alternative framework based on detecting changes
across these patterns. We do not disagree
that sensitivity to changes over time, and
associated attentional effects, might play
an important role here. However, the fundamental feature of human cognition that
is at play in our model or in a changedetection model is the integration of information over time (5). It is this integration over
time that then creates a sensitivity to higher
order structures within a sequence, as opposed to a memoryless system that would
only be sensitive to the first-order structure.
Moreover, structural complexity and randomness are abstract mathematical concepts, which we do not assume the neurons
in our model are initially equipped with.
Nevertheless, our model demonstrates how
higher order structures can be learned without supervision by merely observing independent coin tosses one at a time. This was
the essential insight of our report, and one
that we hope can be recognized as mathematically sound and a promising basis for further

investigation into the precise nature of the
temporal integration processes taking place
in the human mind.
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